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Abstract

Mandarin Alphabetical Word (MAW) is one
indispensable component of Modern Chinese
that demonstrates unique code-mixing idiosyn-
crasies influenced by language exchanges. Yet,
this interesting phenomenon has not been prop-
erly addressed and is mostly excluded from
the Chinese language system. This paper ad-
dresses the core problem of MAW identifica-
tion and proposes to construct a large collec-
tion of MAWs from Sina Weibo (SMAW) us-
ing an automatic web-based technique which
includes rule-based identification, informatics-
based extraction, as well as Baidu search en-
gine validation. A collection of 16,207 quali-
fied SMAWs are obtained using this technique
along with an annotated corpus of more than
200,000 sentences for linguistic research and
applicable inquiries.

1 Introduction

Mandarin Alphabetic Words (MAWs), also known
as lettered words (Liu, 1994) or code-mixing
words (Nguyen and Cornips, 2016), are usually
formed by the 26 Latin alphabets in combination
with Chinese characters, e.g. “X-光/X射线” (X-
ray). Although pure alphabets (e.g. “NBA”) used
in the Chinese context have also been regarded as
MAWs (Liu, 1994; Huang and Liu, 2017), they are
more like switching-codes that retain the orthog-
raphy and linguistic behaviors of the original lan-
guage, instead of showing typical Chinese lexical
characteristics. It is noteworthy that MAWs shall
be taken as a code-mixing phenomenon instead of
code-switching as a MAW is still a Chinese word
which is not switched into another language. There-
fore, in this work, MAWS refer to the combined
type which encodes both alphabet(s) and Chinese
character(s) in one word, such as “A型”(A-type),
“PO主” (post owner), and “维生素C/维C” (Vita-
min C).

It is linguistically-interesting and applicably-
significant to investigate the combined type of
MAWs due to the following two main reasons.
First, A MAW maintains part of the Chinese char-
acteristics in morphology, phonology and orthog-
raphy (e.g. “PK-过" (player killed, past tense)),
and in the meanwhile it also demonstrates some
properties of the foreigner language (e.g. “维
生素-ing" (supplementing Vitamin, progressive)),
providing a unique lexical resource for studying
the morpho-phonological idiosyncrasies of code-
mixing words. Second, it serves as an indispens-
able part of people’s daily vocabulary, especially
under the rapid development of social media com-
munication, yet being out-liars of the Chinese lexi-
con, causing problems to existing word segmenta-
tion/new word extraction tools that are trained on
traditional words (Chen and Liu, 1992; Xue and
Shen, 2003).

Consider the following example:

E1: PO主主主也不知道链接被吞了
(The post owner didn’t know that
the link has been hacked off)

Seg: PO/主主主/也/不/知道/链接/被/吞/了
Golden Seg: PO主主主/也/不/知道/链接/被/吞/了

The sentence in E1 (example 1) is segmented
using Stanford Parser (Manning et al., 2014) which
fails to identify the word “PO主” and breaks it
into two parts. The same type of error also occurs
in other renowned segmentation tools. Although
Huang et al. (2007) proposed a radical method
of word segmentation to meet the challenge, us-
ing a concept of classifying a string of character-
boundaries (CB’s) into either word-boundaries
(WB’s) or non-word-boundaries, their work did not
address the cases of code-mixing words, whose
word boundaries can also fall on the alphabets.
Some other methods mainly rely on unsupervised
methods (Chang and Su, 1997) or simple statistical



methods by focusing on N-gram frequencies, with
indexes of collocation and co-occurrence (Chang
and Su, 1997; Chen and Ma, 2002; Dias, 2003).
However, these works are mainly designed for new
words of pure Chinese characters, which are not
applicable to alphabetical words.

In this paper, we address the issue of MAW
identification and present the construction of
the Sina MAW (SMAW) lexicon. (available at
https://github.com/Christainx/SMAW) using a fully
automatic information extraction technique. The
quality of the MAWs (accurateness and inter-rater
agreement) are rated by three knowledge experts
for system evaluation. Compared to previous
related resources, the current data provides an
unprecedentedly large, balanced, and structured
MAWs that are popularly used in Sina Weibo after
2010s. It is reasonable to anticipate that, with more
MAWs being included in the Chinese lexicon, it
shall benefit many Chinese language processing
tasks which need to deal with code-mixing word
segmentation.

2 Related Works

The earliest MAW was probably “X射线/X-光”
(X-ray), which was officially documented in
1903 (Zhang, 2005). For over 60 years, such words
had been largely confined to technical and medical
domains with very few lexicalized and registered
terms in dictionaries. The authoritative Xiandai
Hanyu Cidian/XianHan (“现代汉语词典”), for
instance, initiated a separate section to include 39
MAW entries in 1996. This list has grown rapidly
with each subsequent XianHan dictionary edition,
reaching 239 entries by the 2012 edition. This in
turn generated a flurry of related linguistic studies,
which were mainly focused on lexicological and
language policy issues (Su and Wu, 2013; Zhang,
2013). Some works have dealt with the emergence
of MAWs in light of globalization, placing them
in a socio-cultural context (Kozha, 2012; Miao,
2005), and a few are also interested in studying the
morpho-lexical status of MAWs (Lun, 2013; Riha
and Baker, 2010; Riha, 2010).

In the age of Internet and social media, the scale
of MAW, their extraction methods, and resources
of MAWs have changed drastically since the last
decade. For example, Zheng et al. (2005) extracted
a small set of MAWs with manual validation from
the corpus of People’s Daily (Year 2002). Jiang
and Dang (2007) extracted 93 MAWs (out of 1,053

new domain-specific terms) using a statistical ap-
proach with rule-based validation. Recently, Huang
and Liu (2017) extracted over 1,157 MAWs from
both the Sinica Corpus (Chen et al., 1996) and the
Chinese Gigaword Corpus (Huang, 2009) based
on manually segmented MAWs in the corpora. Al-
though they have extracted 60,000 MAWs, but the
list mainly includes pure alphabets those are indeed
switching codes of other languages, instead of real
MAWs. Their work has established a taxonomy
of distributional patterns of alphabetical letters in
MAWs and found that typical MAWs follow Chi-
nese modifier-modified (head) morphological rule
and the most frequent and productive pattern is al-
phabetical letter+ mandarin character (AC), such
as the type B in the form of “B型”.

Despite of the above investigations, MAWs have
not been identified in a systemic and automatic
way. The problem of identifying MAWs can be
generalized as an issue of new/unknown/out-of-
vocabulary word extraction (code-mixing Chinese
words in particular) (Chen and Ma, 2002; Zhang
et al., 2010). A commonly adopted way of identify-
ing a new word usually rely on word segmentation
at the first step and then map the candidates to
an existing dictionary. Those not mapped in the
dictionary will be identified as new words. This
is actually problematic for identifying MAWs (cf.
example in Section 1). In addition, the previous
studies mainly adopt manual selection for MAW
construction from newspapers of pre-1990s (Huang
and Liu, 2017), hence the resources are domain-
constrained and usage-outdated. To complement
such a bias, we propose to collect social-media
style MAWs that are commonly used in Sina Weibo,
a near-natural context. Moreover, as there are many
debates among linguists about the definition of a
MAW (Ding et al., 2017; Liu, 1994; Tan et al.,
2005; Xue, 2007; Liu, 2002), the current work
utilizes data-driven statistical approach as well as
leveraging on search engine hits to exclude pseudo-
MAWs of low-vitality. Details of the methodology
are given in the next section.

3 Construction of SMAW

The construction of the SMAW dataset is carried
out through an alphabet-anchored brute-force ex-
traction of n-grams (n = 5 window size) at the
initial stage, which creates substantial false nega-
tive candidates, such as sub-component of a pos-
itive case (“啦A梦”, Doraemon), a long-distance



segmentation (“A股反弹”, rally of Shanghai SE
Composite Index), etc. To eliminate as many nega-
tive cases as possible, we implement the following
three phases of candidate filtering: rule-based re-
finement, informatics-based extraction, and search
engine validation, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The framework of the SMAW construction

A number of selected rules are set as a prelimi-
nary refinement. These rules are easy implemented
and fast executed. PMI (Point-wise Mutual Infor-
mation) and entropy are calculated for selecting
components of high co-occurrence rate and infor-
mative flexibility. Using informatics-based meth-
ods can greatly help narrow down the scope of
MAW candidates. Last, search engine is adopted
to filter out low-vitality terms based on user links.
This intellectual agent provide use cases about a
candidate word as extra evidence. Details of these
steps are described in the following subsections.

3.1 Rule-based Refinement

The data source for the extraction of MAW
candidates is Sina Weibo (Weibo for short, or
micro-blogs). Weibo is one of the most popular
social media platforms in China with over 400
million active users per month. All registered
users with internet access can publish, re-post,
comment or issue "like" for any post at no cost.
This platform becomes the enabler for generating
tons of data online, which can serve as a huge
Web corpus. The raw dataset crawled from Weibo
consists of over 226 million posts (around 20
gigabytes data). Below is an typical example of a
user post in this dataset which includes a number
of web-specific linguistic usages.

E2: #BMW赛车纪录片#
#亚洲公路摩托锦标赛珠海站全记录#
@UNIQ-王一博http://t.cn/EPdahkI
(#BMW Racing Documentary#Records Zhuhai

(in Asian Highway Motorcycle Championship.

@AX12FZ32 http://t.cn/EPdahkI)

As shown in E2, among all alphabetical chunks,
many candidates are URL links or related to topics
(surrounded by #) or user names (introduced by the
“@” symbol). These alphabetical sequences are
confirmed as noises that could be readily excluded
from the final data. Besides the above noises, there
are some other false MAW candidates that demon-
strate obvious patterns. For example, candidates
of emoji (e.g. “QAQ”, “LOL”, “:P”, “T_T”) are
transformed symbols that encode no lexical mean-
ings and shall be eliminated from the MAW list.
Using rule-based filtering of the above unambigu-
ous noises can largely reduce the sample size and
retain the high coverage of the lexicon. The infor-
mation about the elimination steps and data sizes
is provided in Table 1.

3.2 Informatics-based Extraction
After Rule-based Refinement, a set of 1,470k poten-
tial MAW candidates is obtained. Term-frequency
(TF) is a commonly adopted metric to filter out
low-occurrence candidates. However, it is insuffi-
cient to identify MAW only by TF. For instance,
both “A股” (Shanghai SE Composite Index) and
“A股反弹” (rally of Shanghai SE Composite Index)
have high TF but only “A股” is a valid MAW. In
this work, informatics-based methods are used to
automatically filter the negative cases, including
PMI for measuring the internal cohesion, and en-
tropy for measuring the external uncertainty of the
candidates.

Pointwise mutual information (PMI) is proposed
by Bouma (2009) to measure the probability of a
particular co-occurrence of two variables. Let w
be an MAW candidate that consists of two compo-
nents c1, c2. The PMI of w can be calculated via
Formula 1.

PMI(c1; c2) = −log(
p(c1, c2)

p(c1) ∗ p(c2)
) (1)

In practice, at least one component, denoted as
ca must contain alphabet character(s). If w consists
of more than three components, we use the com-
bination coordinated by ca. For example, “哆啦,
A,梦” (Doraemon) can be computed by using “哆
啦A,梦” and “哆啦, A梦”. Then, Formula 1 can
be adapted to Formula 2 in this circumstance.

PMI(w) = min(PMI(c1; ca), PMI(ca; c2)) (2)

The threshold of PMI is experimentally set to
-16.2. In addition to the above metric of measuring



Rule Description Quantity
NONE brute force candidates collection 25,594k
Topic remove candidates with ’#’ 165k
Username remove candidates with ’@’ 297k
No Chinese remove candidates without Chinese character 1,302k
Too Short Length remove candidates less than LEN_THRES characters 595k
Rare Occurance remove candidates which count less than FREQ_THRES 18,443k
English Expression remove candidates contain two or more English words 1,421k
Symbol remove candidates contain symbols such as ’&’ and ’*’ 419k
Emoji remove candidates contain emoji such as "XDD" 193k
POS tag remove candidates with invalid POS tag such as ’DET’ 1k
ALL RULES using all rule-based refinement 1,470k

Table 1: Rule-based Refinement and Data Sizes.

the internal “fixedness” of a word, another dimen-
sion for identifying word boundaries is to refer to
information entropy of its collocation environment.
As proposed by He and Jun-Fang (2006), informa-
tion entropy can be used to measure the uncertainty
(flexibility) of a candidate’s environment, the larger
the more flexible, and the more likely the candidate
being a word. Consider the negative case of “素C”
which only occurs in the context of “维生素C” (Vi-
tamin C) (entropy in this case is low). In contrast,
the positive case “维生素C” occur in many differ-
ent contexts: 补充“维生素C” (Take Vitamin C),
高剂量“维生素C” (High-dosage Vitamin C), “维
生素C”对感冒有效(Vitamin C copes with colds),
etc. (entropy in this case is high). Let ch and ct be
the head and tail components surrounding w. The
head entropy of w, as an example, is generated by
Formula 3. And the final entropy of w is obtained
by min(H(h), H(t)).

H(h) = −
∑

p(ch)i ∗ log(p(ch)i) (3)

The upper bound of entropy is determined to 0.2
in our implementation. By using PMI and entropy,
we have eliminated 878k and 560k invalid MAW
candidates respectively, having 33k candidates re-
main in the list.

3.3 Search Engine Validation

This section aims to further filter out pseudo MAWs
which are either less frequently used or look like
words in the form but barely carry lexical mean-
ings. Search engine such as Google, Bing and
Baidu provides a superb knowledge base to reflect
the semantic information of a MAW candidate, as
active MAW candidates with more links are more
likely to carry authentic meanings. On the other

hand, semantic information can help to exclude
non-lexicon candidates. For instance, "UNIQ-王一
博" is a famous Chinese actor in the band "UNIQ".
The features of this false candidate can perfectly
pass previous filtering methods. Thus, more intel-
lectual validation schema is demanded. In current
implementation, Baidu, the most popular search
engine in China, is adopted as the knowledge agent
for retrieving the vitality evidence of the candidates.
Figure 2 is the flowchart of search engine filtering.

Figure 2: Flowchart of Search Engine Validation

We use the example of “李洋洋kelly” (a user-
name combined with a Chinese name and an En-
glish nickname) for illustration. The top N links
(10 by default) are first collected as external evi-
dence. The linked text is then cleaned and parsed
to check whether one MAW candidate exists. For
instance, the term “李洋洋kelly” occurs only in
cases of “@李洋洋kelly”, so it is identified as a
username, which is an invalid MAW. Except for
username checking, stickers and insufficient evi-
dence are also utilized for validation. In our pro-
posed model, the threshold of links is configured



as 5.

4 Results and Evaluation

After the above procedure, we have finally col-
lected a set of 16,207 SMAWs, as well as an an-
notated corpus of more than 200,000 sentences
containing this SMAWs. Evaluation on the quality
of the lexicon and details of this resource are given
in the following sections.

4.1 Evaluation
This section aims to estimate the performance of
the proposed extraction method in terms of Accu-
racy and Inter-rater agreement by human raters.
As MAWs demonstrate a dynamic role in the Chi-
nese lexicon, it is unable to refer to a full reference
set for calculating Recall and Precision. Instead,
we use accuracy to measure its quality.

In the evaluation, three groups of SMAWs (100
each group, 300 in total) are randomly sampled
from each phase for the participants to judge the
acceptance of the candidates. Raters are asked to
make judgements of 1 if they think the candidate
is a MAW, or 0 vice versa. Then, Accuracy (Acc.)
is calculated as the average of the three groups’
acceptance rates.

Inter-rater agreement among the three raters is
also measured using the Cohen’s Kappa Coeffi-
cient (K.) (Kraemer, 2014). Cohens Kappa was
first introduced as a measure of agreement between
observers of psychological behavior to measure
the degree of agreement or disagreement of two or
more people observing the same phenomenon. It is
applicable to the measurement of the performance
of the current approach. The evaluation results are
given in Table 2.

Phase Metric Acc. δ1 K.
1 TF .12 -.03 .56
2 +Rule-based .22 .10 .58
3 +PMI .62 .40 .65
4 +Entropy .77 .15 .70
5 +Baidu .82 .05 .78
B0 TF+Max. .15 - .59

Table 2: The Evaluation Results

Table 2 summarizes the accumulative perfor-
mances of using the various metrics for candi-
date selection during each phase. B0 is a baseline

1The accuracy discrepancy between the current metric and
the baseline

method that simply employs term frequency and
the maximal sequence principle. For example, us-
ing the maximal sequence principle will select “哆
啦A梦” (Doraemon) over candidates of “啦A梦”
or “A梦”. However, this method could also make
false decisions, such as in “安全使用免费WiFi”
(Safely use free wifi) where “免费WiFi” (free wifi)
shall be a positive candidate.

The current work makes use of a more reliable
extraction approach that is proved to be obviously
more effective for the identification of alphabet-
ical words (Acc. = 0.82, K. = 0.78). The PMI
metric contributes the most to the improvement of
Accuracy (0.40), followed by Entropy (0.15), indi-
cating the usefulness of informatics-based metrics
for word identification. In addition, the incremen-
tal K. of each phase suggests the increased agree-
ment among the three raters by adopting the several
metrics, especially after the Baidu search engine
validation.

Figure 3: Word clouds of MAWs in Web and Giga



The high accuracy score and agreement in the
evaluation has proven the effectiveness of the ex-
traction method, as well as demonstrating a good
quality of the lexicon.

4.2 The Lexical Characteristics

This section will analyse the lexical properties of
the SMAW lexicon. Comparisons between the
SMAW list (“Web” hereinafter) and the MAWs
in Huang and Liu (2017) (“Giga” hereinafter) will
be made in terms of key vocabulary, length distri-
bution, word formation types and lexical diversity
so as to highlight the lexical differences of MAW
between newspaper and social media, as well as
reflecting the lexical development of alphabetical
words in the recent two decades.

4.2.1 Vocabulary

To have a glance at the vocabularies of the two lexi-
cons, top 50 MAWs of each set are demonstrated in
Figure 3. The size of the words indicate its usage
frequency.

It can be observed that the most frequent MAW
in the Giga list is “B型” (B-type), while in the
Web list, the most frequent MAW is “HOLD住”
(To endure), which is a typical Internet neology.
Moreover, most MAWs in Giga are disyllabic, e.g.
“A型” (A-type) and “A级”(A-level), while SMAWs
tend to be more lengthy, containing words of a
wider range of syllables (e.g. “NBA全明星” (NBA
all-star)). Specifically, MAWs in Giga show a
dominant (rigid) pattern of “X类/型” (Type-X).
However, in Web, MAWs refer to more Part-of-
Speech categories, including verbs (e.g. “Hold住”),
nouns (e.g. “BB霜” (BB cream)), or adjectives
(e.g. “牛X” (incredibly awesome)), indicating the
trend of MAWs accounting for more grammatical
roles in the Chinese language. Lastly, the lexical
senses of Giga MAWs are more concentrated to the
"type/classification" meaning, while MAWs in Web
encode a wider range of meanings, including name
entities, swear words, economics, entertainment,
etc.

The above keyword differences reflect a dra-
matic change of MAWs at syllabic, lexical, gram-
matical and semantic levels in the recent decades.

4.2.2 Length Distribution

The box-plots in Figure 4 provide an overview of
the length distribution of MAWs in Giga (Huang
and Liu, 2017) and Web (SMAW).

Figure 4: Length distribution of MAWs in Giga and
Web

As shown in Figure 4, MAWs in Web are much
longer and more scattered than that in Giga. The
mean length of MAWs in Giga is 2-3, but in Web
the mean length is around 5. Overall, the MAWs
in Web are distributed across a wider span. This
may imply a tendency of code-mixing words being
longer and richer in Modern Chinese lexicon.

4.2.3 Word Formation
In line with the work of Huang and Liu (2017),
word formation of the MAWs is classified into four
major types according to the positions of the A
(alphabet) and C (character), including AC (e.g.
“x-光”), CA (e.g. “牛b”), CAC (e.g. “程I青” (a
Chinese Name)) and other types. The number of
the four types of MAWs in Giga and Web is dis-
played in Table 3 for comparison.

AC CA CAC Other Total
Giga 665 283 185 18 1151
(pct) 57.8% 24.6% 16.1% 1.5% 100.0%
Web 6971 6994 2242 0 16207
(pct) 43.0% 43.2% 13.8% 0.0% 100.0%

Table 3: Word formation comparison

As highlighted in Table 3, the dominant type in
Giga is AC, while CA is more prevalent in Web.
Huang and Liu (2017) explained to the dominance
of AC type with the modifier-modified compound
structure in Chinese because heads of nouns are
usually right positioned (Sun, 2006). However,
MAWs in Web account for a wider grammatical
roles and more verbs are found in the new list.
Contrary to nouns, verbs are left headed, such as
in “打call” (cheer up), where “打” (beat) is the
head. In addition, cases like “维c” (Vitamin C),



“双c” (double cores), and “最In” (Most popular)
are headed on alphabets instead of the Chinese
character, indicating that heads are not necessarily
positioned at the Chinese characters.

4.2.4 Lexical Diversity
TTR (type–token ratio) is used to measure the lex-
ical diversity/richness of a language (Durán et al.,
2004). This metric is adopted here, with data nor-
malized (STTR), for measuring the lexical diversity
of the MAWs in Giga and Web, as shown in Ta-
ble 4.

Data STTR AC.STTR CA.STTR
Web 14.53 16.9 12.3
Giga 8.77 7.6 15.2

Table 4: Lexical Diversity Comparison

Table 4 seems to suggest a reverse relation be-
tween the frequency of the MAW types and their
lexical richness: the “AC” type is dominant in Giga,
but it demonstrates a lower STTR; similarly, the
“CA” type is dominant in Web, and it also shows
a lower STTR. Overall, the Web MAWs show
a richer vocabulary compared to the newspaper
MAWs (Giga), indicating the higher productivity
of social media language.

4.3 The Corpus

In addition to the SMAW lexicon, we have also
retrieved more than 200,000 sentences (around
2,000,000 tokens) for the 16,207 SMAW (each
SMAW contains 10 or so sentences) to construct
a SMAW corpus which can support code-mixing
words inquiries.

The characters in the sentences are all transferred
into simplified Chinese for consistency. The sen-
tences were automatically segmented using Stan-
ford CoreNLP 2(Manning et al., 2014). The auto-
matic word segmentation is enabled as the alpha-
betical words are pre-identified in our SMAW lexi-
con. With confirmed boundaries of the alphabetical
words, it becomes an ordinary task of segmenting
the remaining Chinese characters.

On the basis of the raw sentences, we are build-
ing a concordance engine for loading the content
of the corpus following the Chinese Word Sketch
schema (Hong and Huang, 2006), which can sup-
port users’ inquires of word and grammatical col-

2https://stanfordnlp.github.io/
CoreNLP/

locations of code-mixing words. Samples of the
corpus are shown in the following interface.

一定(D)要(D) HOLD住住住(VA) !
疯狂(D)店庆(VA) 11天(Nd)，还(D)能(D) HOLD住住住(VA) 吗(T)

KITTY控(Na)们(Na)还(D) HOLD住住住(VA) 吗(T)
微时代(Na)，大(A)趋势(Na)，可得(VH) HOLD住住住(VA) !

亲(I)！你(Nh)要(D) HOLD住住住(VA) 哦(T)
大家(Nh) HOLD住住住(VA) 哦(T)

各位(Nes)看官(Na)要(D) HOLD住住住(VA) 了(Di)

Interface 1: Corpus samples of “HOLD住” (KWIC)

Besides, the corpus is undergoing a POS tagging
process using the Academia Sinica segmentation
and tagging system (Chen et al., 1996; Zhao et al.,
2006) in order to support grammatical inquiries
of linguistic accounts. The tagging has been per-
formed automatically with manual post-checking
on the SMAWs. The precision accuracy is esti-
mated to be over 85%. Since the tagging is still in
progress, we provide the POS distribution 3 of most
frequent 50 SMAWs to give a general view of the
grammatical distribution of popular SMAWs. Fig-
ure 5 below shows the POS distribution of MAWs
in Web and Giga for comparison purpose.

Figure 5: POS distribution of MAWs in Giga and Web

3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2009T14

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/


The POS distribution in Figure 5 implies that
MAWs has developed a more salient role in the
Chinese lexicon: from mainly nouns (Na, Nb, Nd)
to verbs (VA, VH), from modifiers (A) to core lex-
ical components (heads and arguments), and the
graph demonstrates a more diversified lexcial cate-
gories (more divisions and colorful) of new MAWs.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This work utilizes social media (Sina Weibo)
and search engine (Baidu) for collection and
validation of code-mixing words to tackle the
under-representation and identification problems
of MAWs. The evaluation of the current MAW
dataset proves the high performance (Acc. = 0.82,
K. = 0.78) of the proposed extraction method, show-
ing the usefulness of informatics-based metrics for
word identification. The contribution of this work is
two-fold: it proposes an innovative method of lever-
aging the Web for MAW extraction without involve-
ment of manual mediation, yet achieving promising
performance in identifying out-of-vocabulary code-
mixing words; it provides a unique MAW dataset
that is most updated, scaled, structured and compre-
hensive for supporting linguistic inquiries of code-
mixing words, as well as for facilitating related
NLP tasks. The preliminary analysis to the lexical
and grammatical characteristics of SMAWs and
the corpus implies the development of code-mixing
words into being a more important and diversified
component in the Chinese lexicon. Future work
will continue the annotation of the lexicon and the
corpus with information of domains, sources, ac-
tive time, semantic classes, etc., and conduct deeper
linguistic analyses for uncovering the phonological
and morpho-lexical characteristics of code-mixing
words.
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